Abstract. This paper presents a fabric defects automatic detection system which uses firstly local entropy to detect roughly and then single adaptive wavelet analysis, finely, and reports an actual verification and comparative experiment. The experimental results verify the feasibility and effectiveness of this system. To seek the effective algorithm of all fabric defects detection, this experiment conducted a meaningful exploration and bold try.
Introduction
With increasing loom speed continuously, the output of fabric has been increased quickly. But the fabric defects detection, namely perching, which is the key link of quality control, is still based on artificial visual detection, in which many disadvantages are present, such as low speed, high un-and error-detected rate, heavy labor intensity and the great influence of personal factors, etc. It has become a "bottleneck" in the continuous and large-scale production of textile, which has seriously restricted the further development of textile industry. For this reason from 1970s, many researchers at home and abroad started to research fabric defeats automatic detection, many research results have been produced. Commercial systems have been produced abroad, but they are inapplicable to the actual situations of domestic enterprises and difficult to satisfy their actual needs. But mature products do not come out at home and are still in a theoretical research stage.
China is a main country of textile, its market demand for fabric defects automatic detection is great. So in the experiment based on the experiences and lessons summed up by our predecessors, various efficient methods were combined, domestic enterprises reality was considered, and new ideas were brought forth in the system design. In view of the actual situation that fabric defects rate is generally less than 5%, it was necessary to design an automatic detection system which speed is high, cost low and stability good. So a design alternative of firstly rough detecting then fine detecting, that is, the fabric defects automatic detection system based on machine vision was put forward. And a detailed design, an actual verification and a comparative experiment were made. This system is realized by adopting MSSQL server 2005, PowerBuilder 11.
In this design, first local entropy is used to detect fabric defects in rough. The fabric images pretreated equally with their histograms are divided into the same size windows. The local entropy of each window is calculated. The windows which local entropy is smaller are chosen as the interesting areas that may have defects, and then will be finely detected. On the contrary, the windows which local entropy is bigger are normal fabric's ones, which images aren't preserved. On the one hand, this can increase the speed of processing images; on the other hand, it can lower the demand on software and hardware, and lay a good foundation for lowering the cost of the system. Next, in a fine detecting stage, a single adaptive wavelet analysis is used to decompose the images of normal fabric. HH sub-image that contains less information is eliminated, and the standard deviations and ranges of other three sub-images are calculated to get a detection basis [1] . Finally the images of the interesting areas are decomposed and the standard deviations and ranges of the three sub-images are calculated, which are compared with the detection basis, and their deviations are calculated out. If the sum of these deviations is bigger than a fixed threshold, it would be confirmed that defects are present in the images. [2, 3] The following is an introduction to an actual verification and a comparative experiment of the design alternative.
Actual Verification
Experimental Procedures. The pure cotton grey cloth produced by Shijiazhuang No.2 Cotton Textile Branch Company was used as an object of research in this experiment. The fabric defects automatic detection flow chart as shown on Fig. 1 Registered users can be allowed to access the system. To ensure safety in detection data, the users of different ranks use different passwords to access the system, and enjoy different competence. Table 1 Normal fabric local entropy detection data
In order to accurately determine the minimum entropy detection threshold, several kinds of common defects were chosen as sample, which local entropy was detected to determine the final threshold. By contrasting the detection data, it is known that 0.8 was chosen for local entropy detection threshold H k . All the local entropy of images awaiting detection was compared with the threshold. If local entropy is bigger than the threshold, the fabric would not contain defects, no longer its image is further decomposed on wavelet; if smaller, the image would be listed as an interesting area, further processed. The twenty preprocessed defect-free images were decomposed on wavelet, and the standard-deviations and ranges of the three sub-images were calculated to get a detection basis: Because the (SD+MD) data of the images in above table were compared with the Mean 109.61 to get the maximum deviation 4.8%, standard deviation 5% was chosen temporarily. In order to use the standard deviation to detect defects accurately -neither un-detect nor error-detect, the images known to contain defects were decomposed on wavelet, and the (SD+MD) of the three sub-images was calculated. The defects that appear more frequently were chosen, which mainly include the defects such as broken ends, crapand, double end, double weft, necked yarn, flush, knees and weft crackiness, etc. According to the above method, the standard deviation and range of LL, LH, HL sub-image was calculated respectively, which results were shown in the above table, thus the standard deviation was confirmed. [4, 5] Table 4 Standard deviations and ranges of distinct defects fabric By calculating, it is known, contrast to the mean of the (SD+MD) of normal fabric's three sub-images, that minimum deviation is 13.6% and maximum 28.3%. According to this, defects can be detected by comparing the (SD+MD) of windows on LL, LH, HL sub-image with the images of normal fabric. In view of the pure cotton grey cloth used in the experiment, finally 5% was determined as the standard deviation of the three sub-images' (SD+MD). That is to say, after the interesting areas waiting for detection were decomposed on wavelet, LL, LH, and HL three sub-images were got. By measuring the (SD+MD) of three sub-images which were compared with the means of normal fabric's, deviations were used to detect whether fabrics contain defects or not. [6] Comparative Experiment A roll of cloth was normally detected on a machine, its results were contrasted to the one of artificial detecting as follows:The detecting speed of the system is twice faster than the average one of artificial detecting, close to 60 m/min;The distribution of measured data is in order, and good in gathering. Because the overlapping parts of the eigenvalue data between normal texture images and defects ones are less, it is convenient for defects detection; ～ The undetected rate of artificial detection is usually as high as 20 30%, the detection rate only 70% or so; while using the detection system referred in this paper, the detection rate of normal fabric is more than 98%, the detection rate of detects can amount to 91%, error-detected rate is 7.3%, undetected rate is 3.5%. So the results of the fabric defect automatic detection system are much better than ones of artificial detection. 
Experimental Conclusions
A new method that combines the rough detecting by local entropy with the fine detecting by wavelet was used in this experiment. By using it, more than 95% of normal fabric in the rough-detecting stage by local entropy could be ruled out, only about less than 5% of defects fabric needed to be finely detected by wavelet. Because in the fine-detecting stage by wavelet, the single adaptive wavelet decomposition was adopted, just after a layer of decomposition, the detection speed could be improved.
As extracting characteristic parameters, this algorithm is not influenced by fabric texture direction, so can adapt the types of fabric and defects better. Its average detection accuracy is 90% (Un-and error-detected) sample number is 21, the total sample number is 200), it has higher detection effect. The experiment meaningfully explored and boldly tried to find the effective algorithm of one hundred percent detecting fabric defects. [7, 8] 
